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QuinSight 

 

United Nations is not to save mankind from hell but to take humanity to 

heaven                                                                      -Dag Hammarskjold   

Militarization of Space: A Conventional Solution? 

By: Le Journal de Montreal & the New York Times  

 The militarization of space involves the deployment of weaponry and military technology in outer space. Outer space has previ-

ously been used as an operating location for some military equipment such as imaging and communications satellites, and some 

advanced ballistic missiles also pass through it in their trajectory. Militaries also rely on these satellites for waging war through 

geospatial imaging, drone attacks, and coordinating air force operations.  However, militarization of space should not extend be-

yond the current point since it may open a new front of war to the detriment 

of the entire human civilization. Space should rather be used for the further 

advancement and education of mankind, and treated as an unknown frontier 

full of potential benefits and inspiration for all countries alike.  The militariza-

tion of outer space has been occurring since the beginning of space explora-

tion. But the great powers have been equal parts hesitant and belligerent re-

garding an arms race on this front. Throughout the history of the UN, there 

have been some key diplomatic achievements to curb an arms race in space, 

but certain aggressive, unilateral steps have also hampered progress.  

United Nations General Assembly opened its doors to the agenda of ‘whether 

they should militarize outer space.’ The committee began with the general 

speakers list, with each delegate stating their country’s stance. The first mo-

tion passed was: ‘Threats posed by conventional weapons in outer space’. A 

ferocious debate ensued on whether weapons in outer space are any different from weapons on the ground, or whether they pose a 

uniquely grave danger that could lead to an unproductive arms race. It was also debated whether it is even possible for weapons to 

be used for merely safety reasons in space.  

The second moderated caucus was raised with the motion to ‘find a resolution to the use of weapons in space.’ The committee was 

thrown into unprecedented turmoil soon after because of the aggressive and often contradictory statements of the United States. 

The US first asserted that it will only use space for defensive purposes, but soon changed tack and moved towards supporting war 

as well. There was staunch opposition from France and Belgium on this account.  

The second session was converted into a working paper session while the committee went into an unmoderated caucus. Due to a 

turn of events the working paper was left by majority of delegates leaving Germany and USA alone in the working paper they had 

proposed. This was followed by a crisis which further worsened the case against USA and Germany, who continued to support 

war efforts in space.  

Russia also behaved in a similarly aggressive and contradictory manner, often asserting that it only uses space for peaceful pur-

poses but never ruling out the possibility of war use. The delegate of Russia was interviewed about the contradictions but did not 

answer most questions.   

Eventually, the delegates of USA and Iran both guaranteed the committee that weapons would only be used as a last resort. Ger-

many and France were also working towards consensus on the issue. Some other solutions and decisions that were in the works 

were: 

1. The delegates decided that there will be a set of rules each country had to follow and this would be implemented by the UNGA. 

2. Encouraged a treaty imposing limits in the arms of US in space. 

3. Urged the formulation of an international committee for ensuring swift diplomacy in times of crisis, and to ensure that space is     

only used for peaceful purposes such as communications. 



UNHRC 

A surge of worry tenses shoulders of diplomats all across 

the world as reports of the socio-political situation of Cam-

bodia are splashed across the front page.  

 

 

 

The delegation of United Nations Human Rights Council 

walked into the committee with an unwavering desire to 

ameliorate the issue of populism in Cambodia. From cor-

ruption in elections to limitation of rights, the authorities 

in Cambodia are merely upholding the façade of democ-

racy. In 2018, 5 former members of the Cambodian Hu-

man Rights and Development Association were convicted 

for the bribery of a witness in the court, underlining the 

irony of the situation. The delegate of Iran stated the need 

to address the situation of civil, political and human rights 

violations carried out by the supreme powers in the na-

tion. This statement proved to be controversial for the del-

egate’s nation, considering that the justification given by 

the delegate was, “Our culture does not permit much free-

dom to people”. With a fervent articulation, the delegate 

of DRC stated, “Women cannot speak up about rapes and 

sexual harassment”, while on the contrary, sexual vio-

lence has been used as a weapon of war in the delegate’s 

own country. The delegates surely delivered strong points 

but were often veiled with ignorance as turmoil sieged on 

the contentions within their own countries. 

   Freedom of speech continues to be a constituent of the 

perpetuating cycle of gray issues in Cambodia, considering 

the fact that the government authorities have illegitimately 

imposed tax bills amounting to millions on the local news-

papers which were eventually forced to shut down. The 

delegation deemed this issue to be not worth discussing. 

The delegate of South Korea raised a motion to bring the 

focus on women and the LGBTQ+ community, which 

passed successfully as placards soared in the air. This is 

yet another issue revolving around the crux of the humani-

tarian crisis as gender norms remain heavily rooted in soci-

ety. This elucidates the suggestion that the engagement of 

the international community and provision of aid to law 

enforcement agencies may improve the condition so as to 

ensure that the nation prospers in providing a bright future 

for the coming generations.  

Popularizing populism  
Cambodia is a South-East nation that is on the brink of 

collapse, owing it to the on-going agitation with regards to 

the authoritative government that is quick to hush up any 

critics. The delegates of UNHRC have taken it upon them-

selves to form purposeful resolutions and endeavor to take 

initiative, with substantive discussions and debates as their 

first step.  

“THE CRUX OF ANY DEMOCRACY IS 

BASED ON   INSTALLATION OF LIBER-

AL VALUES AND NOT HOLLOW VOWS.”  

Delegate of United States Of America 

speaks! 

The 21st century is witnessing a striking development of dis-

cords across the globe. While it is evidently the duty of super-

powers to ensure that the world doesn’t plunge into nihilism, on 

the contrary, the United States of America has certainly ex-

pressed its defiance in complying with other nations. The inclu-

sion of USA in UNHRC seems incredulous, considering the fact 

that USA is not a member of the committee. The delegate of 

USA willingly agreed to and stated that Donald Trump was 

“simple-minded”.  



“The Blast Of Treaties.”  

COMMITTEE – UNSC(MODERN COLD WAR ”RUSSIAN WITHDRAWAL FROM THE INF TREATY.”) 

The delegates in the committee were quite lively and debated their points pas-

sionately. Their argumentative skills and diplomacy helped them navigate this 

difficult topic with ease. The committee started with France claiming that “the 

INF treaty is/ was about much more than the enmity between 2 countries.” He 

also claimed that the USA cannot dictate other countries to denuclearize without 

any such actions of their own. The delegate of USA deflected and responded by 

accusing Russia of continued violations of the treaty. He specifically mentioned 

the most recent violation in 2017 when Russia launched the 9M729 missile. 

India, in turn, came out in support of Russia and questioned the veracity of US 

claims. After this an unmoderated caucus of 15 minutes was established. France raised a motion of Moderated caucus on the topic 

“Impact of the suspension of the INF Treaty.” The delegate of South Korea started the moderated caucus by asserting that the 

“USA is making missiles for protecting European countries, while Russia is making missiles for bombarding Europe.” The dele-

gate of Venezuela raised another important point in that it worried about the impact of missile programs on the environment. The 

delegate of USA pointedly asked the committee ‘how it can ensure that other countries will not attack USA on the basis of the 

INF treaty?’ A very relevant question given that Russia has already violated the treaty several times before and can continue to do 

so. The committee then moved to a formal debate on “China's threat to the United States .” USA started its speech by quoting 

Thomas Paine - “My country is my world, and doing good is my religion” – and made allegations that “China is paired with Rus-

sia, and has been taking advantage of the enmity and improving cruise missiles, which puts USA at a great level of danger.” Bel-

gium put further pressure on China by acknowledging the fact that China is pairing 

up with Russia. 

On the other hand, Pakistan stood by China and stated that ‘China isn’t bound by the 

INF treaty as it is no longer in function, and the US can also make missiles accord-

ingly.’ 

CRISIS 

Russian federation just conducted a missile test on the island Big-Biomed. The mis-

sile was of a category which is banned by the INF but the type is not specified yet. 

Venezuela's point on Unmoderated caucus was passed. In the caucus, the delegates 

mostly contended that negotiations should happen between Russia and USA. After 

the Unmoderated caucus, there was a PSL in which the delegates decried it as a 

‘shameful act done by Russia,’ and Russia’s intentions were questioned by most of the committee.  

CRISIS UPDATE 

The missile launched was a SS-23 type missile, and we got credible sources that Russia is trying to show that they are not scared.  

USA started the speech by stating that “we are still open to negotiations but within the time period of 30 days.” 

The other delegates said that negotiations may not help much, and USA should 

impose trade sanctions on Russia. 
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UN WOMEN 

By - The Sydney Morning Herald 

 

Nearly 70 years ago UN manifested Women’s right as the fundamental 

rights for every woman and girl. And despite great strides made by Inter-

national Woman’s right movements over many years, almost everywhere 

around the world, women and girls are still denied them, often simply 

because of their gender. 

The opening session brought to light the prime issues that play a vital role 

in suppressing women in different societies. Sharia Law and continuous 

interference from Taleban, a Sunni Islamic fundamentalist political 

movement and military organization in Afghanistan, and ruthless treat-

ment of women in Afghanistan did not go slurred over a delegate stated 

that,” women not being able to exercise fundamental rights are due to religious laws”. The delegate of UK then pointed out that it 

was the government that made the laws and not the religious communities. The Sharia law ignited a heated debate when one of the 

delegates mentioned that modifying or abolishing this law would help in protecting Women rights along with basic Human rights. 

The topic of broad and current interest was Gender inequality where the committee closely reviewed Burqa ban, violation of fun-

damental rights in general, the reservation of seats for women and the literacy rates of women in different countries.   

The second session scrutinized the history of Women’s rights, the ways in which women during the medieval period were dis-

criminated. And how women in Islamic states have rights yet they still suffer. The violence inflicted on women in the historical 

period compared to the present time was canvassed. This generated a debate on the topic of violence on the women in the 21 st 

Century. After closely reviewing the topic it was agreed that the violence on women is still prevalent in different forms. Acid at-

tacks , domestic violence , work place harassment (mental , physical &amp; sexual), sexual assault, dowry deaths , honor killing, 

rapes offer an instructive example of the ways a woman is tormented in the current era. As these weighty issues underscore, the 

committee agreed that much work remains to be done on the way to full equality. 

In the Third session the crisis was introduced, the crisis being: UAE taking away the basic rights of women, violating article 3 of 

the UDHR that is “Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person.”  

The allies of UAE supported them by stating 

that they must have thought it through while  

taking such steps  whereas the opposing coun-

tries did not understand the orthodox mentali-

ty, UAE showcased. The countries from both 

sides further stressed on the tweets by Donald 

Trump and Khalifa Bin Zayed Nahyan Sheikh 

Khalifa. Allies of UAE also highlighted the 

incidences where the behavior and actions of 

Donald Trump made it evident that he is not 

suitable for holding the title that he currently 

is.  


